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TRAITS
Personality Traits take a bipolar form

Example:  Talkative - Quiet

Surface Traits
18,000 Trait words (Allport and Odbert,1936)

Clusters
(35 identified by Cattell)
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Example : Crude Social Assertion
Exhibitionist

Argumentative
Talkative
Boastful
Arrogant

Source Traits
“The real structural influences underlying personality.”

The 16 Major Source Traits
The Sixteen Personality Factor (16PF) Questionnaire

A Reserved/Outgoing
B Less intelligent/More intelligent

C Emotional/ Stable
E Humble/Assertive

F Sober/Happy-go-lucky
G Expedient/Conscientious

H Shy/Venturesome
I Tough-minded/Tender-minded

L Trusting/Suspicious
M Practical/Imaginative

N Forthright/Shrewd
O Placid/Apprehensive

Q1 Conservative/Experimenting
Q2 Group-tied/Self-sufficiency

Q3 Casual/Controlled
Q4 Relaxed/Tense
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Dynamic Traits

Those that are Environmental-mold traits and those that
reflect hereditary factors, Constitutional traits

Dynamic traits “spring from” either heredity or environment
but not both.

Erg
An erg may be defined as an innate psychophysical
disposition which permits its possessor to acquire
reactivity (to attend) to certain classes of objects more
readily than others, to experience a specific emotion
therefrom, and to enter on activity which ceases more
completely at the attainment of one specific goal than at
other goals.  The goals satisfactions may be defined
either externally by the particular relation between the
organism and an environmental situation, or internally,
by some physiological condition.  Cattell, 1941 General
Psychology

The term "erg" is used instead of drives because the latter
term involves several assumptions about "instincts" etc.,
whereas the ergic patterns are experimentally demonstrable.
However, in popular terms an erg is a drive or source of
reactive energy. (K. Barton, T. E. Dielman and R. B. Cattell,
1972)

Ergon = "work"
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He originally identified 10 ergs

Food seeking (Hunger) 
Mating (Sex)

Gregariousness
Parental Protectiveness (Protection)

Exploration (Curiosity)
Escape to security (Security)

Self-assertion
Narcissistic sex (Sex)

Pugnacity (Anger)
Acquisitiveness

He later modified these, changed their description and added:

Appeal
Disgust

Self-submission

All are born with these ergs but how naturally strong each of
these ergs are differ from person to person.

Strength of an Erg
Constitutional and hereditary effects (C)
Personal History (H)
Stimulus (S)
Physiological condition component (P)
Degree of gratification (G)
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Basically, the strength of an erg can be expressed in the
formula:

E = S + C + H + (P - G)

Meta-ergs

A metaerg is an environmentally-molded, dynamic trait.

The most important metaergs: Sentiments

An acquired dynamic trait structure which causes its
possessor to pay attention to certain objects or classes of
objects and to feel and react in a certain way with regard
to these objects.  Cattell 1950

A sentiment structure is deeper, more widely ramifying in
the personality, usually established earlier, and accompanied
in its function by more emotion” Cattell, 1946

An attitude is more transient and emotionally more
superficial.  It arises from the impact of a sentiment upon a
particular situation.  Cattell, 1946
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Dynamic Lattice

Subsidiation chains

“Subsidiation means that within the personality some
elements subsidiate, or are subordinate to, other elements. 
Attitudes are subsidiary to sentiments; sentiments are
subsidiary to ergs.  These relationships are expressed by
Cattell in what he called the dynamic lattice.”  Schultz and
Schultz 2005 
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The Self

Allows for stability in personality.

“The satisfaction of any desire becomes subsidiated in part to
a sentiment for the welfare of the whole self.  This sentiment
becomes by such contributions the most powerful sentiment
in the lattice, controlling all others to some degree.” Cattell,
1950
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